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Wstęp i cel pracy. Adolescencja jest etapem wielu zmian w życiu człowieka. Wiek
dojrzewania cechuje się nie tylko rozwojem sfery fizycznej, ale również emocjonalnej.
Kreują się wtedy poglądy dotyczące własnego ciała, rówieśników oraz zachowań względem
różnych sytuacji. Celem pracy była analiza zainteresowania masą ciała i jej kontrola przez
młodzież szkół ponadpodstawowych na Śląsku.
Materiał i metody. Przebadano 519 osób (100%): 207 dziewcząt (39,88%) i 317 chłopców
(60,12%) w wieku od 12 do 20 lat (x=15,64; SD=1,87). Badanymi byli uczniowie szkół
ponadpodstawowych na terenie województwa śląskiego. Narzędziem badawczym była
autorska ankieta, składająca się z części ogólnej i zamkniętych pytań dotyczących badanego
problemu.
Wyniki. Ponad 1/3 badanych dziewcząt (70; 33,82%) i chłopców (125; 39,74%) kontrolowała
swoją masę ciała w ciągu ostatniego tygodnia. Swoją masę ciała za prawidłową uważało
85 badanych uczennic (41,06%) i 140 uczniów (44,16%). Akceptację swojej masy ciała
wyraziło 72 dziewcząt (34,78%) i 119 chłopców (37,54%). Duża część badanej młodzieży
(100; 48,31% dziewcząt i 148; 46,67% chłopców) nie spotkała się z negatywnymi uwagami
na temat swojego wyglądu.
Wnioski. 1. Badana grupa młodzieży akceptowała swoją masę ciała. 2. Płeć, wiek oraz
parametry morfologiczne nie miały wpływu na częstość kontroli masy ciała u badanej
młodzieży 3. Złośliwe uwagi na temat swojej sylwetki i masy ciała oraz rówieśników nie
stanowiły problemu w badanej grupie młodzieży.

Introduction
The stage which is considered a transition phase between childhood and adulthood is called adolescence. This
is a distinctive period for every young human. During this
time, the child changes into an adult person and prepares to
act in new social roles (1). The fastest and most noticeable
changes happen in the physical sphere and are accompanied by the changes in the persons’ mentality and behaviour (2, 3). This is a time when tissue size varying processes
end, but physiological and biochemical activities reach
their advanced limit. As soon as skeleton growth processes
stop, final body height and proportions are established (2).
Dynamic physical changes in the scope of body-build and
mass during adolescence feature differentiation due to sex.
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In health conditions, boys tend to fatless gain mass and
lower the percentage of fatty tissue in general body mass.
On the other hand, girls tend to gain fatless body mass and
increase mass of fatty tissue which can often induce fear
of obesity (4, 5). The course and meaning of this period in
the psychological sphere usually determine the direction
of further development as well as the forthcoming way of
functioning of every young person within the society (6).
Transition from childhood to adulthood results in shaping both personal and social identities, and forms areas
of personal values and rules. Often the tempo of all these
changes and behaviours is uneven and leads to problems
with self-acceptance. It can result in teenagers giving too
much attention to their own and their school mates’ appearances (2, 7). Nowadays, slim silhouette is often considered
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a typical human appearance. Mass media are promoting
women (a slim silhouette or a very slim one) and men (large
body size along with big muscle mass and great physical
fitness) ideal body shape as a norm. It frequently causes
discrepancy and confusion in terms of one’s own body mass
interest, self-control and desired appearance among young
people (8-10). Growing adolescent people can be easily
manipulated by false ideals and popular trends in each
peer group which in consequence leads to lack of satisfaction with their own appearance and body mass self-control
inadequate to reality (11-14).

Static analysis
Descriptive statistics of quantity variables as well as numeric and percentage summaries of quality variables were
carried out. Parametric statistics (ANOVA) were used for
quantity variables. Quality variables were compared using
non-parametric variables (ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U test).
An accepted level of significance was p < 0.05.

Aim

During the adolescence period, teenagers pay too much
attention to changes happening in their bodies. Beauty of
slim silhouettes promoted by mass media makes teenagers control their body mass precisely, which has impact
on their opinion about themselves. When asked about
frequency of body mass control, most of girls (90; 43.48%)
answered they weighed themselves during the last month.
A large number of girls weighed themselves during the
last week (70; 33.82%) (fig. 1). However, most of the boys
weighed themselves during the last week (124; 39.74%) or
the last month (113; 36.28%) (fig. 2).

The essential aim of the thesis was an analysis of interest in one’s own body mass and its control by post-primary
school students in Silesia. The following research questions
were asked:
1. Did the examined teenager group accept their body
mass?
2. Did sex, age and morphological parameters of the
examined teenager group such as: height, body mass
and BMI of subjects have impact on the frequency of
body mass control?
3. Did subjects observe malicious comments on either
their own or their peers’ silhouettes and body mass
within the subjects’ group?

Material and methods

Observed qt.

519 people (100%) were examined: 207 girls (39.88%)
and 312 boys (60.12%) aged from 12 to 20 years
old (x = 15.64; SD = 1.87). People examined were students of post-primary schools in the Silesian voivodeship.
A customized survey consisting of a general part and
closed questions regarding the examination problem was
used as an examination tool. The general part consisted
of questions about age, sex, BMI, body mass and height.
The topic of the examination part consisted of frequency
weighing, self-assessment, acceptance of one’s own body
mass and malicious comments on either their own of their
peers’ body mass.
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Results
Characteristics of the examined group including
frequency of body mass control

Characteristics of the examined group including their
morphological parameters
No relations were noted between frequency of body
mass control and variables such as: age, height, body mass
and BMI among both girls (tab. 1), and boys (tab. 2).
Characteristics of the examined group including
self-assessment and own body mass acceptance
One’s own body mass was considered correct by
85 girls (41.06%) (fig. 3), and 140 boys (44.16%) (fig. 4).
Self-assessment medians for both girls and boys were
established at the same level. It can be admitted that girls
and boys have the same self-assessment of their body mass.
However, when looking at the answer distribution for both
boys and girls, it can be found that girls were more critical
about their body mass than boys (fig. 5).
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Fig. 1. Frequency of body mass control by examined girls
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Fig. 2. Frequency of body mass control by examined boys

Tab. 2. Correlation with variables – boys

Tab. 1. Correlation with variables – girls
Variables correlation – girls

Variable

Variables correlation – boys

Variable

Frequency of body mass control

Frequency of body mass control

0.060

Age

0.008

Height

0.074

Height

0.020

Body mass

0.050

Body mass

-0.005

BMI

0.028

BMI

-0.051

Observed qt.
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Fig. 3. Self-assessment of body mass by examined girls

Self-acceptance of their body mass was expressed by
half of the examined girls (104; 50.24%) (fig. 6), and more
than half of the examined boys (198; 63.46%) (fig. 7).
Comparison between self-acceptance of body mass among
boys and girls was also made. It can be seen in the figure
that both girls and boys accept their body mass on a similar
level (fig. 8).
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Characteristics of the examined group
including malicious comments on both own
and peers’ silhouette
Four figures presented below represent the cases of malicious comments about appearance in the surrounding of the
examined teenagers. Girls encountered malicious comments
about their peers’ silhouettes from time to time (64; 30.92%)
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Fig. 4. Self-assessment of body mass by examined boys

or never (74; 35.75%) (fig. 9). However, regarding boys:
92 never encountered such comments (29.02%), 88 did it
rarely (27.76%) and 82 – from time to time (25.87%) (fig. 10).
When it comes to the comments directly aimed at the examined subjects, almost half of girls (100; 48.31%) never
encountered malicious comments aimed directly towards
them (fig. 11). Similarly, among boys, almost half of them (148;
46.69%) never encountered such comments (fig. 12).

Discussion

Observed qt.

Fig. 5. Body mass self-assessment comparison among examined
teenagers
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In our own research, when questioned about the frequency of body mass control, most of the girls (90; 43.48%)
answered that they weighed themselves during the last
month. A great number of girls also weighed themselves
during the last week (70; 33.82%). Most of the boys, on the
other hand, weighed themselves during the last week (125;
39.43%) or the last month (116; 36.59%).
Among the examined group of teenagers (73; 35.27%)
girls answered that their body mass was too high,
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Fig. 6. Self-acceptance of body mass by examined girls
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Fig. 7. Self-acceptance of body mass by examined boys

Observed qt.

Fig. 8. Self-acceptance of body mass comparison among examined
teenagers
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while (78; 24.61%) boys claimed that their body mass was
too low. Similar answers given by teenagers were achieved
in the research by Oblacińska et al. Almost 60% of girls
with correct BMI considered themselves too fat, whereas
40% of boys considered themselves too slim (15). Results of Sochacka-Tatara and Stypuła’s work showed that
37.9% of the surveyed young people were not happy with
their appearance due to the excessive body mass (16).
Schoolboys surveyed in Kołoło and Woynarowska’s work
considered themselves too slim – 20.5%, while schoolgirls
considered themselves too fat – 38.3% (13). Kolarzyk et al.
proved that in a group of surveyed schoolgirls, whose answers were incorrect when compared to their body mass,
more often answers with too big body mass (77%) were
predominant in comparison to the opinions about too
low body mass (23%) (17). Similar results were achieved
in our own researches where the number of girls pointing
out too high body mass (73 girls; 35.27%) was higher than
those, who answered that their body mass was too low
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Fig. 9. Usage of malicious comments about silhouettes by peers of examined girls
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Fig. 10. Usage of malicious comments about silhouettes by peers of examined boys
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Fig. 11. Malicious comments aimed directly towards examined girls
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Fig. 12. Malicious comments aimed directly towards examined boys

(10 girls; 4.83%). Negative answers of the examined youth
about their silhouettes could originate from prevailing
standards of female slim silhouette beauty (18, 19) and
male athletic posture (20) created by the mass media and
marketing (17). The comparison of self-assessment between
girls and boys body masses was performed in our own research, and their averages were similar. It can be said that
both girls and boys have similar self-assessment of their
76

own body mass. However, when looking at the answer distribution of boys and girls in the authors’ research, it can be
acknowledged that in their body mass self-assessment, girls
were far more critical than boys. In the research by Trafalska
et al. there was no proof of relation between the BMI of
subjects and their self-assessment of their body mass. Each
fifth person considered themselves to be too fat (28.6%
high school students, 24.7% secondary school students,
Medycyna rodzinna 2/2019
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19.8% vocational school students and 12.8% technical college students), while 28.1% of the whole examined group
claimed to be too slim in other people’s views (21). In our
own research, no relation was noted between the body
mass control frequency and variables such as: age, height,
body mass and BMI for both girls and boys.
Acceptance of one’s own body mass and appearance
is a very important aspect during adolescence. Youth
has to adapt to physical changes and strive towards the
acceptance of their changing bodies which are the most
frequent subject of their worries. Changes in physical
appearance can often put adolescent people in discomfort, which can lead to difficulties in functioning among
their peers (22). According to the authors’ own research,
acceptance of one’s own body mass was expressed by
half of the examined schoolgirls (104; 50.24%) and more
than half of the examined schoolboys (198; 63.46%).
Both girls and boys accepted their body mass similarly.
In their work, Knop et al. proved that 56.52% of the
examined children and teenagers aged from 9 to 17
did not accept their body mass (23). In Wojtyła-Buciora
and Marcinkowski’s research, 799 people – 80% of the
examined youth – accepted their own appearance and
silhouette (24). Similar results represented Wojtyła et al.
in their work. Among the examined group of secondary
school students 6926 (74%), people answered that they
accepted their appearance (25). Skop-Lewandowska and
Szot’s work results showed that 1/3 of girls both from
secondary school 35% and post-secondary school 35.9%
did not accept their own appearance. Similar answers
came from 22.2% boys from secondary schools and 14.7%
of boys from post-secondary schools (26).
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Conclusions
1. The examined youth group accepted their body mass.
2. Sex and age of the examined youth as well as morphological parameters did not have impact on the body mass
control frequency.
3. Malicious comments on both their own and peers’ silhouette and body mass did not cause problems in the
examined group of young people.
4. Body mass control is significant for the examined teenagers and is an important part of their lives.
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The examination also included cases of malicious comments about the peer’s appearance in the surveyed group.
Research lead by Łuszczyńska in a group of people with the
excessive body mass and obesity proved that their subjects
were more often mocked and meanly commented than
other people. This can lead to dissatisfaction caused by
one’s own appearance as well as sadness and despondency
favourable the appearance of depression moods (27, 28).
Girls participating in the authors research very rarely witnessed malicious comments towards silhouettes of their
peers: from time to time (64; 30.92%) or never (74; 35.75%)
however, 92 boys (29.02%) never encountered such comments, 88 – very rarely (27.76%) and 82 – from time to
time (25.87%). In our own research, the subjects were asked
about comments directly aimed towards them. Almost half
of the examined youth group (100, 48.31% girls and 148;
46.69% boys) never encountered such comments. In the
research by Witek et al., 34 people – 69.38% answered that
they never mocked an obese person, however, almost half
of surveyed people (24; 48.96%) claimed they would not go
on a date with an obese person (29).
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